Deepening into Being
Dances of Universal Peace and More

January 25-29, 2023 Troncones, Guerrero, MX
With Sky Roshay, Shivadam Burke and Jen Friedman
Sky, Shivadam and Jen are accomplished Dance leaders, musicians and mentors, with many years of
experience in creating sacred space and holding a heart space for everyone in the circle. This retreat
follows a week long Bilingual Dance retreat and Dance Leader Training facilitated by Darvesha,
Elizabeth and Cynthia; its spaciousness - with Dances, kirtan, speaking circles, singing circles and
whatever else emerges from the hearts and creativity of participants - will offer time to deepen into
our Selves, our practices and our relationship to the Dances and each other. You are welcome to join
us for either retreat, or both.

Deepening into Being Cost: $125 to $200, as you can afford.
You are responsible for your own lodging and food, except for two catered meals, one the first evening and a
second, a brunch, at the end of the retreat. Some onsite lodging is available, first come with full payment. More
information: skyness54@gmail.com or https://skyness.net/troncones-dance-retreats-january-2023/
Troncones is a small beach village near Zihuatanejo on
Mexico’s Pacific coast. You fly into Zihua, a small and easy-tonavigate international airport, where taxis wait to drive you
about half an hour to Troncones along tranquil country roads.
Troncones has numerous hotels from budget to extravagant,
ditto restaurants. There are no loud music venues or huge
resort hotels. The ocean hosts spectacular sunsets, many
pelicans and opportunities for boogie boarding (snorkling is
possible in some coves up the beach a ways.)
The retreat venue is a small center with two large grassy lawns, shaded by tall palm trees, to dance on. Two cats, lovely landscaping, a
swimming pool, six rooms with outdoor covered kitchens, a gazebo, talkative birds, and gates right onto the beach complete the site.

